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Introduction: 

Tuberculosis (TB) is a major public health issue and if untreated adequately it is associated with high 

morbidity and mortality with estimate 13% of global case fatality rate especially in less developed 

countries like India (1). 21.4 Lakh TB cases notified in India in 2021, 18% higher than 2020. 

Extrapulmonary TB accounts for 15-20% with musculoskeletal involvement being seen in 1-3% of 

these cases only (2). 

We report three cases with unusual site of involvement and unusual presentation mimicking 

malignancy, two patient diagnosed as TB from extrapulmonary site and one from lung soft tissue 

mass like presentation. 

Case Series: 

First case- 57 year female, principal in a government college, presented with low backache since 2 

months with no history of fever, weight loss, decreased appetite, trauma, lower limb pain, numbness 
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Abstract 

Tuberculosis can present in any form and can resemble malignancy however to 

confirm the diagnosis of tuberculosis is a great task moreover when there is 

unusual presentation, unusual site involvement and difficult to approach to the site 

involved. 

We present three cases where there were unusual site of involvement of tuberculosis 

and all features in favour of malignancy, one case with mass lesion at the head of 

pancreas, another a soft tissue density in lung and last lesion at the sternum. 
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or any other site pain, her routine blood investigation were within normal limit, on general and 

physical examination there was no gross finding. She underwent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

lumbosacral spine(LS) and ultrasound(USG) whole abdomen. MRI was suggestive of focal lesion at 

L3 and L5 vertebral bodies, could be secondary to metastatic deposits (figure1), and USG suggestive 

of lobulated cystic mass in region of uncinate process of pancreas, further she underwent computed 

tomography(CT) of whole abdomen suggesting large cystic mass lesion in uncinate process and 

proximal body of pancreas and with local peripancreatic necrotic lymph nodes probably 

neoplastic(figure2). In view of these findings malignancy was thought first, she was further 

evaluated, her chest Xray and mammography of breast was normal, her bone scan was suggesting 

of abnormally increased osteoblastic activity in L3 and L5 vertebra and left acetabulum, so pancreas 

being primary with metastasis to spine, USG guided needle aspiration was done from pancreas 

suggestive of tuberculosis and biopsy from L5 vertebra was also suggestive of tuberculosis and later 

biopsy sample send for line probe assay was found to be sensitive for rifampicin and isoniazid. 

Patient was started on anti tubercular treatment and she recovered well with USG whole abdomen 

within normal limit. 

 

Second case- 39 year old female, housewife presented with pain in bilateral lower limb, generalised 

body weakness since 8-9 months. On routine blood investigation she had mild anaemia with liver 

and kidney function test within normal limit. On examination sternal swelling, hard, non tender,of 

around 6cm x 6 cm in size was seen. In view of this she underwent MRI LS spine suggestive of altered 

signal intensity in dorsal and lumbar vertebrae involving pedicle and sacrum- likely 

metastatic(figure3), USG bilateral breast- BIRADS I, heterogenous mass in anterior chest wall 

overlying sternum, she underwent needle aspiration from sternum suggestive of ?atypical cell then 

planned further for Positron Emission Tomography(PET) scan and biopsy from sternum. PET was 

suggestive of bilateral pleural deposit with right pleural effusion suggesting of primary malignancy, 

metastatic bilateral cervical, axillary, internal mammary, mediastinal,pelvic lymphadenopathy, 

metastatic bony lesion(figure4). Diagnostic pleural tap from right side was exudative with high 

adenosine deaminase level 

However, biopsy from sternum was suggestive of Tuberculosis, so she was started on first line anti 

tubercular drugs and she is doing well, completed 1 year of treatment with resolution of pleural 

fluid, sternal lesion and improvement in bony lesions. 

Third case: 38 year old female, housewife, presented with history of blood tinged sputum on and 

off since 1 month, with no history of fever, decreased appetite, weight loss, trauma, bleeding from 

any other site, chest pain. On general and physical examination no abnormality was seen, her 

routine blood investigation was suggestive of anaemia and rest parameters were normal, sputum 

examination for truenat testing was negative, chest X-ray was suggestive of haziness in right lower 

zone(figure5), further CT thorax was done suggestive of soft tissue lesion in right lung with 

paratracheal lymph node(figure6). CT guided needle aspiration of lesion was done which was 

negative for malignancy, patient further refused for any other investigation and started on anti 

tubercular drugs, patient showed improvement and repeat CT after 6 months had resolution of 

lesion(figure7). 
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Figure 1 Figure 2 

MRI-Lesion at L3 and L5 vertebral body CT S/O-cystic mass at pancreas 

 

Figure 3 Figure 4 

MRI- lesion in dorso lumbar spine PET scan- uptake at various site(metastasis) 

 

Figure 5 Chest Xray – heterogenous opacity In right lower zone 

Figure 6 CT chest- soft density mass -Right side 
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Figure 7 

CT chest – post treatment completion 
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Discussion 

TB if detected late can lead to early morbidity and mortality, in our 3 cases there were unusual site 

of presentation with first differential in each case being malignancy and massive work up was done 

and approached to a diagnosis of tuberculosis. 

Pancreatic TB seen mostly in young adults and is often associated with immunosuppression or 

miliary TB(3,4) however it was not seen in our case and none of our patient was 

immunocompromised. In pancreatic TB most common symptom is abdominal pain in 66% of cases, 

followed by fever(52%) weight loss(46%), weakness(28%), back pain(20%), jaundice(15%) (5) and our 

patient had main symptom of back pain only. 

TB of sternum is very rare occurrence amongst extrapulmonary TB, symptoms usually include soft 

tissue swelling over sternum being most common and mostly associated with dull aching pain, bone 

deformity may present in advanced stage, constitutional symptoms such as malaise, fever, weight 

loss are less common(2).In sternal TB cartilage is first destroyed peripherally with preservation of 

joint space for a long period of time. Sternal osteomyelitis mainly occur as part of hematogenous or 

lymphatic dissemination of disease from other site or reactivation of latent foci. 

In our both the cases there was spine involvement too, with lesion seen in dorso lumbar spine 

mimicking secondary metastasis. 

Vertebral body biopsy for spinal lesion of unclear origin is effective and safe diagnostic procedure. 

TB of cervical and upper thoracic is more disabling than lower thoracic and lumbar spine which being 

more common sites of involvement in TB (6). Back pain is typically common presenting symptoms 

in TB spine and other constitutional symptoms contribute to about less than 40% 

Patients with lung opacity should always be worked up for malignancy and infective aetiology like 

TB especially in endemic countries. 
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Main stay of treatment remains anti tubercular drugs, Directly observed therapy is strongly 

recommended to better ensure medication compliance and work up for resistance of first line anti 

tubercular drugs should always be done 

 

Conclusion 

TB is well known as a diagnostic chameleon and can resemble malignancy, vigorous efforts should 

be made to obtain preoperative microbiological or/and histological diagnosis to avoid the patient 

unnecessary surgical procedures. Antitubercular therapy is the mainstay of treatment and surgical 

drainage and resection is rarely required. A proper follow-up is necessary to monitor the response 

to treatment, any drug resistance, and to monitor any complications 
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